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Could you ski
Mont Blanc?
You see it from
hundreds of resorts,
but to ski it is
another matter. As
more specialist tour
operators offer the
chance to ski from
Western Europe’s
highest peak, we
learn what it takes
Words by Louise Hall
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oom!” The sound echoes
around the valley. Heads pop
out from 68 bunk beds as
skiers of all nationalities scurry to the
viewing balcony. Dressed in base layers
for pyjamas, with eye-masks pushed
haphazardly on to their foreheads, and
blinking in the evening light, they look
like worms emerging from their holes.
The mountains have been avalanching
all afternoon, but this is different: a deep,
growing thunder that shudders us awake
in our refuge 3,057m up the Alps’ highest
peak. Thousands of tons of snow and ice
are ripping towards us in a slow-motion
tsunami: giant slabs crumbling, rolling,
sweeping into the Bossons glacier below.
What on earth? I’ve not seen anything
like it. When the powder clouds clear, we

look up at Mont Blanc’s north face and
the summit route we hope to ski in a few
hours… if the snow clouds hold off.
Our guide, Klemen Gricar, 51, breaks
the eerie silence: “Serac fall. It is okay.
We sleep now,” he grunts. It turns out an
ice overhang has fallen from the ridge
opposite, triggering this monumental
150m wide, 500m long slab avalanche.
Klemen is only too familiar with these.
Six years ago, on another attempt on
Mont Blanc, he was one of the rescuers
when a serac fall killed nine skiers and
injured 28 more, with Klemen helping to
“throw bodies into helicopters, no time
to even check if they were breathing”.
That event in July signalled the end of
my first Mont Blanc attempt, which I had
booked for the following week. A second
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chance arose in June last year, but that
still felt too close to avalanche season so I
was relieved when the trip was postponed.
It also gave me time to get fully fit.
Then, this May, the stars aligned, and
four of us found ourselves signed up to a
summit-ski attempt of Mont Blanc with
tour operator Mountain Tracks.
Being 40 and the lightest in the group,
it made sense for me to be partnered
with another ‘youngster’ Seb, a slight
32-year-old, who proved a handy skier.
We were with Klemen, the lead guide.
Stu, 47, an ultra-fit dad, and Dave, 44, a
softly spoken Welshman and a beautiful
skier, had done more mountaineering, so
went with Tibo, the second guide.
We were told — in no uncertain terms
— that the two-day ascent of Mont Blanc

is not guaranteed on this trip. First, we
had four days of intense training and
acclimatisation, skiing around the Mont
Blanc massif, with Klemen getting to
learn our strengths and weaknesses. Even
if he did judge us ready for a summit bid
the weather gods might have other ideas.
On the first day, we took the Aiguille
du Midi cable car to 3,778m to test kit on
our 20km ski down the Vallée Blanche
and Mer de Glace (‘Sea of Ice’) leviathan,
filled with glorious powder bowls, but
also gaping 50m-deep crevasses.
The next day we crossed to Italy to don
touring skins and climbed to 2,750m and
the scenic and comfortable Chabod hut,
overnighting before a 4am summit bid on
Gran Paradiso. It was reassuring to know
we could all cope at 4,061m. Despite some
Ski+board
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altitude sickness, we enjoyed a gentle ski
back down in the Valle d’Aosta, in varied
conditions ending in heavy spring snow.
It was ideal training. Mont Blanc is famed
for its four-seasons-in-a-day terrain.
At least, if the weather did turn, we
could console ourselves that we’d had a
glorious week that included two epic skis
and one 4,000m summit. But we all knew
that wasn’t the real reason we were here.
Over a three-course dinner after the
drive back to our hotel in Chamonix,
Klemen regaled us with the story of
the 2012 avalanche in gory detail. He
concluded: “We were lucky. Every day we
are down safely we are lucky. Tomorrow,
we go up, we go down, as fast as we can.”
Cue, bed. Mont Blanc was on.
The day didn’t start well. We got off at
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the mid-station of the Aiguille du Midi
cable car to scramble to the Pélerins (or
Pilgrims) glacier, where we put touring
skins on our skis to traverse it. But
conditions were treacherous and what
every guide fears happened. Crossing
frozen avalanche debris and with a sheer
drop to one side, Seb fell and, but for
good fortune, would have slipped to his
death, as two Brits had the week before.
Soberly, we roped up to tackle ‘la
Jonction’ and the jagged icy jaws of where
the Taconnaz and Bossons glaciers meet.
Then came an area called the ‘death zone’,
due to the avalanche risk, after which
came a short climb to the Grands Mulets
refuge, where we arrived for a late lunch,
and I aired my raw, bleeding blisters.
Given the events of the morning, it’s
no wonder Klemen was jumpy all day.
Now, after the serac fall, I can’t sleep.
While I crave a vital few hours rest, I
understand his nerves. Avalanches like
this don’t come out of the blue. It’s been
a heavy snow year, and is unseasonably

hot by day and cold by night: the freezethaw conditions perfect for avalanches.
And today is the first weather-window
in a long while. The hut is teeming with
impatient skiers queuing to go before
the weather breaks tomorrow night.
‘Summit-fever’ is high and even Klemen
admits: “I have never seen the mountain
busier, or conditions worse.”
Then, just as I’m falling asleep, for now
safe in our raised rock island refuge, I
shudder awake. I’ve forgotten my kitcheck. Where are my couteaux? Flicking
on my head torch, I patter downstairs to
the kit room, searching for the potentially
life-saving crampons to fix to the bottom

of my skis for extra grip. No couteaux.
Restless again, sleep eludes me.
As I pull out my phone, a flurry of
messages ping in. One from my nine-yearold son saying: “Stay safe, Mum” brings
silent tears. Another reading “Enjoy the
beauty, thrill and adventure of it all” jolts
me back into a positive mindset. Exactly!
That’s why we’re here. We’re fit, prepped
and ready. I’ve trained hard for months,
slogging up Welsh mountains, skinning
up Alpine ones, breaking in my new ultralightweight kit. God willing, we’ll be safe
and get a glorious ski down!
At 1am alarms start going and head
torches click on. We’re on the first sitting
for breakfast. “The earlier, the better,”
says Klemen. Serac fall tends to be later
in the day, once the snow has softened.
Urgently, I pull Klemen aside. Has he
seen my couteaux? He winces. This is
just the latest in my growing catalogue of
errors — being too slow, kitting up late,
talking too much, querying everything…
I explain that I last recall giving them

to him to clip to his belt before starting
the rock climb to the hut. He nods, but
still looks blank. Neither of us can recall
what happened afterwards. We must
have been tired. I check my rucksack.
Kit box. Room. Again. We both do. No
couteaux. With 68 people storing kit,
much of it rented, in one room, these
things happen. Oh hell. Nobody in their
right mind would go up without these. I
shall wait here, and the others will pick
me up as they ski past around midday.
Tant pis! Maybe next year. But Klemen is
not giving up yet. “We go!” he says.
With anyone else I might have
hesitated, but he is a giant among
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Seb fell and, but for
good fortune, would
have slipped to his
death, as two Brits
had the week before
A gentle traverse at the start is little preparation
for the hazards that await skiers as they battle to
make it up to the Grands Mulets hut

mountain guides (and, at two metres
tall, among men) who has reached the
summit of Mont Blanc 60 times or more.
I trust him. And I want to prove myself.
Scaling down the rock face, the beam
of our head torches reveals a surprise.
We’ve had a few ‘freshies’ overnight.
What luck! Now, with the moon shining
and a few inches of snow giving a carpet
of grip over the ice, conditions are better
than yesterday. Thank heavens! We rope
up, pull skins on to skis, Seb and Klemen
clip on their couteaux and we set off.
“Stay upright. Don’t fall. Follow
me,” Klemen barks, striding into the
inky darkness of the ‘death zone’. So

Louise, centre, and Seb, right, rope up to cross ‘la Jonction’, avoiding its deep, deadly crevasses

for the next few hours we settle into a
steady rhythm, the snow crunching and
squeaking under skis, ice axes in hand.
Where Seb finds the rope restrictive, I
am grateful for it, as I am for the time we
spent practising kick-turns. The terrain
is, at points, alarmingly steep, with
yawning glacial jaws below (apparently
— we can’t see). Far, far below, the
lights of Chamonix twinkle, as if it were
another land. Here and there, we can
make out silvery trails of snaking headtorches winding up Mont Blanc after us.
We’re feeling good. But taking such
care not to slip on the steep corners, and
kicking each ski in hard for extra grip, is
sapping my energy. Without couteaux
we are managing just 300 vertical metres
an hour. Party after party passes us. We
sense Klemen doesn’t like it. It means
longer in the ‘death zone’.
Then disaster strikes. On a sheer icy
pitch, one of a party ahead of us slips and
falls. Others slip and fall, ropes entwined,
entangled. One Italian almost takes me
out. Klemen holds me. The clip for one
of my skins comes off but we can’t stop
to fix it here. It’s too steep and exposed,
not enough grip. Other parties are flailing
around us. We’re in danger of falling
like dominoes, and being swept into the
glaciers below. The small beam of our
head torches reveals chaos. People are
shouting and swearing in all languages
— French, German, Italian, Russian,
Slovenian, Polish, English. Klemen

hellish push. Seb, whose pace has been
slow for a while, looks pale and heads off
to answer the call of nature. Klemen and
I drop our heavy packs to the ground to
strip off a layer and absorb the view.
Helicopters start to hover overhead
— the recourse of those who, unwilling
or unable to do the treacherous climb,
still want to see or heli-ski Mont Blanc’s
peak. Soon, we make out a few distant
dots, sweeping down the north face.
Excitement prickles! This is what we’re
here for — to ski from the summit.
Klemen points out the path we will take.
At last, our quest feels achievable.
Yet, frustratingly, when Seb finally
returns ten minutes later, my toes have
turned numb and I have lost all feeling
in my fingers. Alarmed, I fling my arms
around in mad cartwheels, jumping and
stamping my feet. We need to get on.
Now it’s my turn to feel the energy
fade. With the summit so close, the last
ridge is nothing short of torture. With a
sheer drop to either side, we must take off
our skis and walk. At every lung-busting
step, our boots sink into the snow and the
skis on my pack feel heavier than ever.
Dig deep, girl, I tell myself, developing a
rhythm that works for me. For every 50
steps, I stop and pause for ten breaths,
drawing in deep lungfuls of air.
Seb, the colour back in his cheeks, is not
happy. He wants a constant, sustainable
pace. But I can’t. Going slowly is killing

manages to extricate us and get us to
safer ground to stick our skins back on.
Back in the rhythm, we zig-zag up.
Where most others cut left, we take the
north ridge of the Dôme du Goûter. It’s
steeper than the four other main routes,
but is safely away from the huge seracs
above the Petit and Grand Plateaux.
Other skiers, who until now we’ve only
heard, loom into focus. As dawn breaks,
the snow sparkles and
the clouds below us glow
pink, orange and red.
Warmth and hope fills us.
Feeling strong, we pick up
speed, snacking as we go,
no stopping.
But the altitude can —
and does — hit you here.
As we zig-zag yet higher,
the pitch gets steeper,
the wind picks up, the
temperature plummets,
our legs burn, hunger
bites, the sweat stings
my blisters and my lungs
scream. This hurts! At the
Vallot hut, at 4,362m, and
with the summit so close,
it feels cruel.
Then, as we mount a
long whaleback ridge, we
are engulfed in sunshine.
Blinded, I swap goggles
for sunglasses. Now we’re
Seb and Louise on the final rock climb to the Grands Mulets
ready for our last two-hour refuge, which sits like an island above the glaciers
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me softly. I need to sprint — and pause.
My head swims. I try not to look down.
“You fall here, you die,” says Klemen. A
few brutal hours later, we reach the top.
Our other team — Tibo, Dave and Stu
— are long gone. Taking photos, we allow
ourselves a moment to stare. The view
from the roof of Europe over France,
Switzerland and Italy is mind-blowing.
Klemen breaks the reverie: “That
was the easy bit. There is no successful
summit until we step off the mountain.
We go!” Gulping what’s left of my water,
I shovel snacks into my mouth, rip the
skins from my skis, add a warm base
layer, grasp my ice axe — my lifeline
— firmly and prepare to dive down the
historic north face of Mont Blanc.
For one scary second, looking at the
crevasse teeth below, my mind threatens
to overwhelm me. I can’t bottle it now!
I pause, take a deep breath then

us, circling. Romantics and idealists, take
heart, this is adventure at its most scenic!
A little way down we take a narrow exit
couloir, and the snow softens further.
The 40 to 45 degree pitch
carefully negotiated, the
first hazards passed, we
pick up speed, carving
figures of eight. I allow
my eyes to drift up, over
the undulating clouds,
before we dip below
them. Heavenly!
We ski on, barely
stopping. Soon we are
back at last night’s refuge.
The stretch that looked
so steep this morning is
dotted with heli-skiers.
But today there are no ski
tourers climbing up. Ah yes, I recall, a
storm is forecast. We press on.
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At ‘la Jonction’ we ski roped up briefly
over the deep crevasses. At the point
where Seb fell, my nerves turn to jelly
and Klemen ropes me up again. But we’re
nearly there. After a fast
scramble over rocks, we
collapse at the mid-station
café. “Good work,” says
Klemen. “Nice ski. Fast.”
At last, a compliment!
We look around for our
other group: no sign. They
must have gone back to
the hotel. But no, they
are still on the mountain.
Another guide passed
them. What happened?
Dave fell and lost his ski.
But he made it to the
refuge, where they had a
spare. An hour or two later, they return.
That evening, wearing flip-flops on
my bandaged feet, feeling weary but
content, I glance up with the others to
see Mont Blanc’s peak now obliterated
in a vortex of black thunder clouds and
lightning strikes. We hear a rumour that
two people never made it down today.
“Every day we are down safely we are
lucky,” Klemen told us. And he is right.
There, but for the grace of God, go we.

Klemen breaks
the
, reverie:
That was the
easy bit. There
is no successful
summit until we
step off the
mountain
, .
We go!

Louise travelled as a guest of Mountain
Tracks (mountaintracks.co.uk; 020 8123
2978), which runs the Mont Blanc Ski Tour
from April 27 to May 4, 2019, from £1,695
per person, including six days’ guiding, four
nights’ half-board at the Hôtel Les Lanchers
and three nights in mountain huts, but not
flights, airport transfers, lift passes, or helidrops (where applicable). Private trips can
be organised on other dates.
The ski down tackles couloirs and steep slopes

plunge. My legs don’t buckle. Somehow
they turn. I put in slow controlled arcs,
focus and stay calm. The fresh snow
hides a bullet-hard, wind-blown, icelayer below. With the skis occasionally
dropping through the crust, it feels
reassuring to have an ice axe to hand.
Just in case we were to fall and slip…
Skiing so high, high in the sky, down,
down the north face feels good. Really
good. I start to relax and carve. Turning
above the clouds, as if floating on a sea
of powder, I bounce in a world of white
under sapphire skies. Everything is quiet
but for the swish of my skis through
the snow and the occasional “thwump,
thwump” of helicopters buzzing above

How to climb Mont
Blanc in a skirt

A

summit-ski of Mont Blanc
is a dream I’ve held since I
was a student studying the
Romantics, the Grand Tour and
since my first visit to Chamonix. But
How to Climb Mont Blanc in a Skirt
proved an added inspiration.
Henriette d’Angeville was the first
‘lady’ to reach the summit, in 1838
(the first woman being peasant girl
Maria Paradis, in 1809). On a rock
she wrote “vouloir, c’est pouvoir” or
“where there’s a will there’s a way”.

The book’s title
is ironic. Aubrey
Le Blond, first
president of the
Women’s Alpine
Club, discarded
her skirt to reveal
climbing trousers
on her 1859 ascent.
But the most inspiring figure must
be Lucy Walker, from Liverpool,
who in 1871 became the first British
woman to climb Mont Blanc,
after taking up walking to ease
rheumatism. She ate sponge cake
and drank Champagne to alleviate
altitude sickness. Louise Hall

